2018 GCYFL ALL-CONFERENCE GAME

Saturday, November 17th @ Newbury Park H.S.

GAME RULES & DETAILS
-No blitzing (Base Defenses only 4-3, 3-4 or 4-4 . DEFINITION: No
more than 4 players can line up on the LOS ever and only those 4
players can rush at the snap of the whistle or until the pocket
collapses. No other players can rush/blitz ever. Example: If you run a 34 defense, only the 3 players on the LOS can rush. No one else can
rush. No 5-man fronts allowed.
-On Offense, There will be no 3-back Formations. You may have a QB
and 2 RB’s
-Please try and use players from multiple chapters on the field at all
times and try to avoid putting in an excessive amount of players from
one chapter at the same time.
-12 minute quarters for all games. NO OVERTIME. Games will end in a
tie.
-GCYFL (X) player rules will apply in the All-Conference game. Please
make sure we identify those kids and make sure they have their X
decals on their helmet.
-No kick-offs. Mighty Mite, Bantam and Freshman will get the ball on
the 35. Sophomore, Junior and Senior will get the ball on the 30
-All players must play at least 2 quarters on at least one side of the
ball. One quarter on defense and one quarter on offense will suffice.
Each Head Coach must turn in a playtime list on Friday that details
what position and what quarter their players will be going in the game.
This is the same list that will be used and posted at the game.
-All other GCYFL rules apply.
Game Times:
Gates open at 7am
MM@ 8am
Bantam @ 10am
Freshman @ 12: 15pm
Sophomore @ 2: 30pm
Junior @ 4:45pm
Senior@ 7pm

"WINNING IS ONLY HALF OF IT. HAVING FUN IS THE OTHER HALF"
Bum Phillips (Legendary NFL Coach)

